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My Own Private Lexicon
Positive people place much needed energy in me. People try to get opposite, but I started
this universal metaphoric technique. Music. Anyone who knows me knows school makes me
fight everything, and that I literally place past (opposite of positive) energy in the gap that should
have positivity. But music has given me access to a path necessary in terms of bridging the gap
of “fighting” school and the “opposite of positivity.”
All American Taylor Swift refuses to stop racing what it seems to be, generations of
energetic, and informative paths of creative music in my world. There is something about her
music that betters my day. When people try to fight my positivity, I let music become fast energy
to my “housely highway.” Housely highways being my main goal in designing “dream-like”
universal, “Steve Jobs” capabilities in energetic positivity. Not only will I be positive, but I will
better anyone who gives me yearly talks about music. Any artist. But Kendrick would be THE
artist to talk about.
Kendrick talks: race, technique, positivity, goals, God, generation, future dreams,
creativity. Kendrick talks entirety. When having a bad day, each and every funny or informative
music of his literally opens much needed gaps of refusal to be positive and places fast energy
where it should be. There is something about everything he is entirely that places New Years in
my world every day. What a technique. Now, we have A$AP.
A$AP makes me feel bad and good about the world. When he is on, I dream of my
capabilities to help the world. High on music, I am music. The power alone, powerful.
Music is my access to positivity. Good thing more music is put out fast. Its power alone
does something important to my evolution of becoming a better me.

